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LT Greitojo įjungimo vadovas
LV Īsā lietošanas pamācība
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KO 요약 설명서
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Important

No naked flame sources, such as lighted candles, should be placed on the apparatus.
The equipment will be used in moderate climate only.

FCC

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.

Disposal of batteries

Your product and/or accessories operate on batteries covered by the European Directive
2006/66/EC, which cannot be disposed with normal household waste. Please inform
yourself about the local rules on separate collection of batteries because the correct
disposal will help prevent negative consequences for the environmental and human health.

Use the headphones

To save battery power, adjust the switch to OFF after use.
1 Install the battery (Fig. A).
2 Try on each pair of caps (3 pairs supplied) for the most suitable one (Fig. B_1).
3 Adjust the slider position (Fig. B_2).
4 Put on the headphones in neck-strap style, with the slider behind your neck (Fig. B_3).
5 Twist ear buds gently to get the best fit (Fig. B_4).
6 Connect the audio plug to your music player (Fig. C).
7 Adjust the switch to ON to enable noise canceling (Fig. D).
» LED light turns orange.
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Slide - VOLUME + to adjust the volume (Fig. D).
To listen to the background sound, press and hold TALK MODE (Fig. D).
» Music playback is paused and you can hear the background sound clearly.
To continue playing music when the battery is exhausted or removed, adjust the switch
to OFF (Fig. D).
» LED light turns off.
Replace the battery when LED light blinks in orange continuously.

Control your headphones
ON OFF

Enable/disable noise canceling function

- VOLUME +

Adjust the volume

TALK MODE

Press and hold to pause the music and get the background sound
Release to resume the music
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